rough float surface or same finish as
bottom of sidewalk paving notch is

exposed deck.

the top of deck pour extended

#4 bars at 1'-6" max.

do not apply protective

surface treatment to this area.

each direction

a

to closely match
approach shape
6"

b

median width

*

6"
edge of median
1'-0"

@ 1'-6",

deck

#4 bars
6"

max.

thk.

slope

2"

6"

1" r.

b

a

Adhesive anchors NO. 4 BAR.
embed 5" in concrete.

cross section thru unanchored median

part transverse section at abutment
type a1

(anchorage to deck not required for widths > 3'-0", EXCEPT

*

diaphragm with a raised sidewalk

anchored median curb detail

ALL MEDIAN SECTIONS ON TOP OF PAVING BLOCK MUST BE ANCHORED)

note: clean

(horiz. bars shown are the ff bars.
deck reinforcement not shown for clarity.)

all loose material on the deck at the median

location prior to median placement using high pressure
water or air, ensuring all free-standing water is
removed prior to median placement.

neat cement is

required as per 509.3.9.2 of the standard specifications
PAVING NOTCH IS 1'-0" WIDE BY 1'-4" DEEP

unless the median is poured within 45 days of completing

IF STRUCTURAL APPROACH SLAB (STD. 12.10)

the deck pour.

edge of median

IS USED.

1'-0"

8"

see "elastomeric compression

See "section thru sidewalk"

joint seal detail"

for reinforcing details.

slope

#4 bars

deck

vari
es

6"

2" r.

6"

1
'
-0"

@ 1'-6",
max.

to closely match
2'-0" MIN.

thk.

8"

approach shape

Adhesive anchors NO. 4 BAR.
embed 5" in concrete.
**
2'-0" MAX.

anchored median curb detail
medians <= 3'-0" wide on
continuous decks also
require anchorage.

const. joint-strike off as shown

section b-b

section a-a

and leave rough.

for deck pour,

Match bridge x-slope.
**

3" x 3" bevel ends at edge of bridge deck

- details shown are for girder structures.

Similar

cross section thru median with a joint

reinforcement for slab structures shall be used
with a reminder that the transverse and longitudinal
reinforcement layers are reversed.

COMPRESSION JOINT SEALER

1•"

PREFORMED ELASTOMERIC
1'-3"

parapet/rail requirements same as
for a bridge without a raised sidewalk
#5 bars at 4" ctrs.

fill with non-staining gray
non-bituminous joint sealer

when parapets are poured continuously
from end to end, they shall be separated

6"

parapet

6'-0" min.

at the deflection joints by a piece of „"

„" plastic or zinc plate.

zinc or plastic plate cut as shown in the

provide necessary holes

"Deflection joint detail".

for utilities

joints in parapets are used at the deflection

MEDI
AN

notes

level

3„ "\

2 1/4-INCH

‚ " RECESS

- see standards 19.33, 19.34, 19.35 for reinforcement details

‚"

if construction

joints, one side of joint shall be coated with

with standard hook

an approved liquid bond breaker and plate

"V" Groove

#4 bars at 9"\ ctrs.

1"

separators may be omitted.

use class 'c' lap
2•" cl.

•"

(extend 1'-0" past

2" r.
slope 1.5%

and leave rough.

8"

cl.

1
• "

SEAL DETAIL

8" min. sidewalk thickness also req'd
varies based on joint manufacturer

at edge of deck/slab.

deflection joint detail
5"

ELASTOMERIC COMPRESSION

for deck pour,

Match bridge x-slope.

6"

edge of deck)

const. joint-strike off as shown

sdwk.

#4 bars at 1'-6".

manufacturer shall label top of seal

\0.5% construction tolerance in sidewalk

show deflection joint in parapet or sidewalk

cross slope.

#4 bars

using the following criteria:

shall not exceed 2% without prior

the sidewalk cross slope

as shown

1. girder structures and slab structures with a

approval from the engineer.

MEDIAN AND RAISED

raised sidewalk should have a deflection joint in
see std 17.02
for ƒ" v-groove

#4 bars at 6" ctrs.

details

(with 1'-0" legs)
2'-0" max.

5'-0" min.

the sidewalk and parapet over the pier.

For skews

greater than 20°, detail the joint normal to the

designer notes

sidewalk and parapet with the joint approx.

for extreme sidewalk widths and/or

centered over ` pier.

superelevations the deck may be level beneath

If there is a light standard at the pier, place a
5'-0" max.

` girder

the sidewalk (maintain constant deck thickness)

see std. 24.11

to reduce excessive sidewalk thickness.

detail for longitudinal and

deflection joint approx. 4'-0" each side of pier, with
none directly over the pier.

SIDEWALK DETAILS

for deck joint

transverse joints.
For dead load purposes, the superstructure
design shall account for a maximum 2% sidewalk

section thru sidewalk

2.girder structures and slab structures without
sidewalks should have no deflection joints in the
parapets.

Date:

cross slope.
Approved:

Bill Oliva
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